watering system by the end of the 1935 season according to present indications. On the swimming pool—one of the big "draws" of the club, all operating costs including salary of a supervisor, account for a slight loss annually, but in 1934 this loss was far more than offset by the restaurant and bar business done with pool users.

The clubhouse, a remodeled old stone mansion, is maintained in immaculate condition and due to its domestic architectural aspect has contributed much to the family character of Fenimore club life.

There are two bars at Fenimore. Their business the first year of repeal was highly profitable, especially on Sunday nights when the talkies are shown. There is no charge for the talkies to members and guests dining at the club. A charge of $1 is made to members having guests but not using club dining facilities.

Every Saturday night from Memorial day to Labor day an orchestra plays for dancing. An amplifying system provides record music to those who want dance music on nights an orchestra is not engaged.

With these facilities determined by a thoughtful survey of the members individually instead of by guesses at the directors meetings, Fenimore has kept well up to its 350 membership limit all through the depression. Dues are $225 annually. There have been no assessments.

TOURNAMENTS boost golf. Junior Chamber of Commerce at Boise, Idaho, which put on the Idaho Open with $500 prize money last year, is hiking the dough to $750 this year. Tourney will be played at Plantation GC, Boise, Sept. 6-8. It's not big dough as some of the boys see money but it is very helpful legal tender in furthering the boost the first event gave golf in Idaho.

Bob Duncan, Plantation's pro, is taking entries and invites all the boys.

In building the Keweenaw public golf course, relief job, on northermost point of Michigan, 187,000 trees were cut and 165,000 stumps blasted. Although cost of course to date, $146,092, has been criticized, this cost includes 167 acres of land valued at $20,000, contributed by the Keweenaw Copper Co. Firewood to the extent of 30,000 cords and value of $120,000 for relief distribution has been cut in making the course, thus making net cost of course to date, $6,092.